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Real and virtual: The role of computed 

tomography and 3D imaging in museum practice 
 

Jaye McKenzie-Clark and John Magnussen 

Abstract 

The role of a museum involves the acquisition, exhibition, conservation, communication and 
research of the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity,1 and plays an important part in 
the management of our cultural inheritance.  

Commonly, however, audience interaction with museum collections is restricted because of 
the significance and value of the exhibits. To overcome this difficulty, museums frequently 
duplicate artefacts to facilitate tactile audience participation, thereby increasing the 
educational value of the assemblage. Traditional reproduction methods are problematic, 
however, in terms of the accuracy of the copy and the impact on the physical integrity of the 
original object. Similarly, conservation and research of museum collections often requires 
invasive techniques and investigative compositional analysis of artefacts, but this is also 
constrained because most analytical techniques employed today are partially or totally 
destructive.  

This paper outlines the use of medical Computed Tomography (CT) and 3D printing in museum 
practice, and highlights the potential of these methods to achieve the key museum objectives 
of communication, conservation and research.  

Keywords: Computed Tomography, 3D imaging, 3D printing, museums, education. 

Introduction 

Museums throughout the world differ enormously in terms of the size and theme of their 

collections, yet it is generally agreed that every museum has three main principles under 

which it operates. The first aim is to educate the museum audience, to communicate 

information to the viewing public. Secondly, each museum has a responsibility to classify, 

preserve and display collections in an appropriate manner to ensure the conservation of the 

collection for future generations. A third, perhaps less apparent goal, is to support 

investigative research, to study and analyse the collection in order to understand better the 

nature of the objects and their origins. This paper discusses the role of medical CT scanners 

and 3D printing within the museum sector and the potential of these techniques to facilitate 

these three key objectives. The article focuses primarily on ancient artefacts housed in the 

Museum of Ancient Cultures at Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia. 
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Educators have long recognised the value of a wide range of learning and teaching stimuli such 

as visual, auditory and tactile experiences for knowledge acquisition. Physical interaction with 

objects is identified as a valid learning and teaching tool.2 In the study of antiquities, however, 

the impediment to learning is the inability to handle, examine or touch valuable artefacts. For 

security reasons, museums create a visual or physical barrier between the visitor and the 

object. To overcome this difficulty of audience disengagement museums often create replicas 

or copies of expensive and /or fragile artefacts so that the public can interact with the objects. 

Accurate replicas of artefacts from collections therefore have a valid role to play in the 

education of museum audiences; they provide the visitor with the chance to closely inspect 

and touch objects, which would normally be out of bounds. The museum experience is 

thereby enhanced when the audience can physically engage with, rather than merely view 

the object.  

There are complications however with the traditional techniques employed to make replicas 

in terms of the accuracy of the copy and the impact on the physical integrity of the object. In 

the past, contact moulding techniques were commonly employed to recreate a solid object 

(as opposed to images). This produced a negative or relief of the object to be copied, which 

in turn was used to mould the replica in positive form.3 

This class of contact moulding suffers several significant limitations. It is not without risk or 

even certainty of damage that a physical compound would have to be applied to the surface 

of an object in close enough contact to render a faithful reproduction of its features. It is also 

often the case, due to the physical complexity of the object, that the internal features or 

interstices cannot be captured. Today museums rarely permit this technique to be used 

because of possible damage to the artefact.4  

More recently, 3D surface scanning has been used as a method of capturing the external 

surface features of objects, which can then be digitally stored, manipulated and displayed.5 

Whilst avoiding the pitfalls of object damage due to direct physical contact, this technique is 

not without its own restrictions. The surface to be recorded needs to be visible to the optical 

capture system; the scanner cannot record internal or shadowed areas. Similarly the object 

must be mounted or held in some manner and the area of mounting will need to be scanned 
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separately and arbitrarily reconstructed.  Difficulty of capture also occurs when artefacts have 

surfaces with very high or very low reflectivity or if they are partially transparent. 

Until relatively recently, such surface scanning was limited in its ability to be converted back 

into a solid object, however with the advent and subsequent popularisation of 3D printing 

techniques, this is now possible.6  

This paper explores the application of high-resolution, large field-of-view computed 

tomography (CT) for the rapid and accurate digital capture of objects, which can be easily 

converted into a form suitable for 3D printing. It also investigates the use of CT technology 

for conservation purposes and discusses the potential of CT for compositional and research 

analysis of museum objects. 

CT background 

Although industrial CT scanners are used by some museums,7 medical scanners have many 

advantages over their industrial counterparts. The cost of medical CT scanning is 

comparatively less, because charges are based on the number of scans, rather than the timed 

use of the equipment. Scan times are also quicker. To accommodate patient needs, recent 

advances in the underlying technology have meant that scan times on medical CT have 

decreased dramatically and most are completed in seconds. By comparison industrial CT 

scanners often take hours to finish just one scan. With time a financial consideration, such 

advantages and disadvantages must be considered when selecting an appropriate scanning 

technique. 

High-resolution, large field-of-view CT scanners are now commonplace in hospitals and 

medical imaging centres throughout the world, making access easier, especially as most 

medical scanners are usually not in use after business hours. Industrial CT scanners are 

designed for relatively small objects, and have a limited field-of-view, whereas medical CT 

scanners enable larger objects to be analysed. It is commonplace for medical CT scanners to 

have a transverse field-of-view of exceeding 500 mm and a longitudinal scan range often 

approaching 2,000 mm. This allows the simple placement of quite large objects for image 

acquisition without the need for dismantling.  

Spatial resolution in modern multi-slice medical scanners varies from approximately 0.625 

mm down to 0.075 mm and such scanners can produce volume datasets that provide equal 
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resolution in all axes. In contrast, industrial CT scanners can be taken as low as nanometers, 

however this requires a sample to be removed from the study object, thereby resulting in the 

partial destruction of the artefact.  

3D printing background 

3D printing relates to a large gamut of techniques historically most commonly used for the 

rapid prototyping of industrial designs prior to mass production.  In contrast to most other 

bespoke methods of production of solid objects, instead of starting with a greater amount of 

material and taking away from it (for example, carving a statue out of stone - sometimes now 

referred to as subtractive manufacturing), this technique is based upon the serial addition of 

numerous layers of a material, each often very thin and randomly complex, until a whole 

object is obtained. These methods consequently enable the production of objects that are 

highly detailed, both internally and externally. Such techniques are currently referred to as 

additive manufacturing. The complexity of the technique and its ability to create hollow or 

internally detailed objects is not limited therefore by the access to remove material from the 

outside of a larger object. 

Whilst some earlier systems only used relatively soft or sometimes fragile polymers or 

powders, recent advances have meant that there is now a wide range of possible printed 

materials ranging from wood to rubber-like compounds, a wide variety of plastic as well as 

metals, including stainless steel, titanium, bronze and even ceramics.8 

The Project: CT Scanning and 3D Printing in Practice 

As a ‘proof of concept’ for the use of CT scanning and 3D printing for museum education 

programs, conservation and research purposes, several artefacts were chosen for study from 

the collection of the Museum of Ancient Cultures at Macquarie University. 

The first object was a Roman mould-made bowl, accession number MU 3260. The vessel was 

manufactured in La Graufesenque in Southern Gaul, modern-day France, and dates to 

between AD 40 and AD 85. It is a wide shallow bowl, Dragendorff form 29, measuring 217mm 

in diameter and 103mm in height, with moulded decoration on the external surface covering 

the area from just above the foot rim to within 26mm of the rim. This vessel is completely 

intact apart from a small hole drilled into the foot ring of the bowl by previous destructive 

compositional provenance testing. The bowl is extremely well preserved, with a high gloss slip 
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coating. Examples of such quality are extremely rare; consequently access to the bowl is 

restricted even for Museum staff.  

The vessel was scanned on a GE HD750 (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) 128 

slice, fast-switching, dual energy CT scanner located at Macquarie University Hospital in 

Sydney, Australia. The scan was performed using a conventional, single energy, polychromatic 

technique (MDCT). The bowl was packaged securely throughout the scan; cushioned by 

polystyrene foam pellets within a radiolucent transport box, which was aligned on the patient 

bed of the scanner. The artefact remained in the box during the entire scanning process. 

The resulting volume dataset was converted into a triangulated mesh model, a 

stereolithography file, suitable for 3D printing manufacture. This was performed using Mimics 

(i.Materialise, Belgium). The bowl was subsequently 3D printed using Accura Xtreme material 

(3D Systems, Rock Hill, USA), a UV cured photopolymer. The replica was printed using a 

stereolithography process, UV cured, primed and then painted using a Pantone colour 

matched to Munsell 2.5YR 4/8 red, the colour of the original vessel. Students and visitors to 

the Museum can now handle this replica, see Figure 1, enabling them to see and feel the 

detail of the original object. 

 

 

Fig. 1. The original bowl MU 3260 on the left and the 3D printed replica on the right. 

The Museum of Ancient Cultures collection also includes ancient cuneiform clay tablets dating 

from the late third millennium BC. These artefacts contain some of the earliest known forms 

of written communication. They document the legal and commercial transactions in practice 
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within the cultural society to which they belong and as such hold valuable information about 

everyday life in ancient times. The tablets consist of rectangular clay slabs that were inscribed 

with a reed stylus when wet and then usually dried in the sun. Consequently they are 

extremely fragile, a factor which hinders investigation and research of these artefacts. 

Some cuneiform tablets were also wrapped and sealed in a sheet of clay that formed an 

envelope. Such tablets commonly contain legal documents or agreements and were used to 

safely secure a record of these official arrangements. Usually a brief summary of the enclosed 

document was written on the outside of the envelope and sealed with the mark of those 

involved. In cases of a dispute, the outer clay envelope was broken in order to check the 

original agreement.  

Envelope cuneiform tablets create a dilemma for modern-day archaeologists however; to 

reveal the inner document the outer clay envelope must be broken in a process that cannot 

be reversed. Once the envelope is opened the integrity of the artefact is compromised, 

because in the process the clay envelope is fragmented. Another predicament for researchers 

is that not all these tablets contain inner documents and it is difficult to tell until the tablet is 

broken which contains an internal record. Large numbers of cuneiform tablets are found in 

collections throughout the world. For instance the University of Oxford’s Cuneiform Digital 

Library Initiative9 has more than 270,000 tablets in its catalogue. Not only is the number of 

sealed tablets within this assemblage difficult to estimate, but also the intact sealed 

cuneiform tablets, containing a wealth of information, remain unread.  

To capture the fine surface detail of cuneiform tablets a different type of medical CT scanner 

was selected. Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) is a technique historically most 

commonly employed for dental imaging due to the inherently low radiation exposure and 

high contrast resolution of the systems. Ironically this is a situation ideally suited to the 

imaging of ancient pottery, which has an effective atomic number range (Zeff) well within 

those normally encountered in clinical imaging situations.10  

Six of the 24 cuneiform tablets, housed in the Museum of Ancient Cultures, were selected for 

study. These represented tablets with a range of surface feature preservation and 

fragmentation. Some tablets partially revealed the presence of hidden or wrapped inner 

tablets, whilst for other intact tablets the internal structure was unknown.  
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Scans were performed on a Newtom 5G horizontal bore CBCT (QR Systems, Italy) located at 

Macquarie University Hospital, Sydney, Australia. Given the size of the cuneiform tablets, it 

was possible to use the smallest acquisition fields of view on the CBCT. 

Each tablet was scanned separately by placing it onto a low density, rigid foam carrier in the 

isocentre of the scanner. The resulting scan data of each artefact was then used to create a 

high definition Quicktime VR, a type of easily manipulable 3D image, to facilitate ease of 

translation.  

The datasets ranged from 250-350MB in size, depending upon the physical dimensions of the 

tablet being scanned. Of the six tablets, three specimens, MU 2092, MU 4084 and MU 4122, 

were shown not to contain an inner tablet. The remaining three tablets, MU 2091, MU 4083 

and MU 4129, did contain an inner tablet, as demonstrated by the air gap between the inner 

and outer layers, as seen in MU 2091 in Figure 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Axial, sagittal and coronal cross sections through tablet MU2091 showing the variation in air 
gap present.  

 

Of the three tablets, two with the largest air gaps were chosen for further analysis. 

Components of the envelope were then digitally removed from the applicable tablets using a 

combination of manual and semi-automatic segmentation techniques on the GE Advantage 

Workstation and further Quicktime VR models created. Using a combination of feature 

extraction based upon density boundaries and also carefully digitally cutting away excess 
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outer envelope material, the surface of the inner tablet could be revealed in each case, 

revealing the text for the first time in over 2,500 years.  

The scan data from the intact tablet, MU 2092, was also used to create 3D printed copies of 

the original. The cross-sectional data was once again converted into a format suitable for 3D 

printing, a stereolithography file format or STL, and sent to i.Materalise, Belgium for printing. 

As seen in Figure 3, two copies were produced, one at full size, using high-detail resin with a 

feature detail of ~0.2mm, and the other at one and a half full size, using an ABS material with 

a feature detail of 0.3mm. These replicas now enable students and researchers to study the 

tablet without damage to the original object.  

 

 

Fig. 3. 3D printed replicas of cuneiform tablet MU 2092. On the left the tablet is printed at 1 ½ full 
size and on the right at full size. Note the clarity of detail in the enlarged replica. 

 

Investigative research of museum objects also includes compositional analysis for provenance 

purposes or to verify the authenticity of the artefact. Today, museums are increasingly aware 

of the need to take a conservative approach to such investigation because of the high risk of 

damage to the artefact. Museum collections are usually irreplaceable; consequently the 
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removal of samples from objects using conventional analytical techniques is currently rarely 

permitted. 

Preliminary work, using dual-energy CT scanning on ancient ceramics from Pompeii, was 

undertaken to test compositional results against those achieved by a previous study,11 which 

used traditional methods of thin section petrological analysis, Inductively Coupled Plasma 

Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) and Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometry 

(ICP-AES).  

The same CT equipment (GE HD750, 128 slice fast switching, dual energy CT (DECT)) used for 

the investigation of the Roman bowl was employed for the investigation of the Pompeian 

pottery.  Once the total of 52 samples were scanned, areas within each sample were selected 

for compositional analysis. Numerous parts of the same artefact were analyzed to determine 

possible differences in composition. The size of the sample was controlled to give consistent 

relative comparisons across all samples. The resulting data was compared with the results 

from the previous study, which used traditional analytical techniques.   

The CT study gave similar results,12 but, in sharp contrast to the original destructive 

procedures, is a totally non-destructive technique. In fact the pottery samples used in this 

study were not even removed from the plastic storage bags before scanning.  

Results 

The MDCT scan of the Roman bowl took approximately 4 seconds and the resulting data   

enabled full size 3D replicas to be printed. These copies precisely reproduced the complex 

and intricate surface features of the original artefact and even the 2mm hole, previously 

drilled into the foot rim to remove a sample for compositional analysis, was faithfully 

recreated. Two facsimiles of the bowl were printed. The first was presented to the 

benefactors who originally donated the vessel, in acknowledgement of their generous 

support, and the second reproduction is now used for educational and research purposes. 

Importantly the valuable original is back on display, safe in a locked glass cabinet.  

The analysis of the cuneiform tablets using CBCT required minimal handling of these fragile 

artefacts, thereby ensuring their safety and preservation. The digital scans enabled the 

presence of an inner tablet to be quickly determined and allowed the text on the surface of 

the inner tablet to be revealed. CBCT permitted the physical construction of the envelope to 
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be analysed and also provided valuable information on the physical state of preservation of 

the artefact. Many hairline cracks were detected in tablets that to the naked eye looked 

robust, highlighting the extreme care needed when handling these objects. 

Although scan time varied marginally, depending on the size of the artefact, each tablet took 

approximately 32 seconds to scan. Consequently all the tablets were processed in one 

session, without the need to constantly move or handle each tablet. The data was saved for 

current and future study. Reconstruction using CBCT and GE Advantage Workstation was also 

found to be time and cost effective. 

The ability to create an accurate Quicktime VR of the inner tablet enabled cuneiform 

specialists to manipulate the scan data model of each tablet to accommodate the best light 

for translation, without the inherent risks associated with moving the original ancient 

artefacts. The writing on cuneiform tablet wraps around the curved edges of the tablet often 

making reading difficult. The Quicktime VR permitted scholars to read the text without the 

problems of warped images. The digital nature of the scans means that the cuneiform tablet 

data can also be stored indefinitely and copied or transferred to researchers or specialists 

around the world, as required.  

The 3D printed copies of one of the solid cuneiform tablets, MU 2092, made for easier analysis 

of the text. Moreover, the text on the enlarged version was found to be clearer to read than 

the full size version, making the translation of the tablet more straightforward and less time 

consuming.13  

The data capture of pottery sherds from Pompeii for compositional analysis using DECT was 

time efficient and 52 samples were scanned in approximately 8 seconds. Analysis of the data 

showed that this technique produced comparative results to conventional methods. The 

grouping of ceramic fabrics was found to be as accurate as the conventional destructive 

techniques.  

The three techniques of MDCT, DECT and CBCT all provided 3D spatial information of the 

objects studied in this project, enabling examination of the structural integrity of the 

artefacts. This capacity was especially useful when examining cracked or fragmented objects. 

Consequently complex forms or fragile, vulnerable artefacts were identified, ensuring that in 

the future they are studied and handled with appropriate care. 
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Conclusion 

The results of the project show that the use of CT scanning within the museum sector holds 

promising possibilities. Large numbers of objects can be recorded rapidly and economically 

and items can be scanned in protective packaging thus ensuring safer handling and reducing 

the risk of accidental damage. Indeed entire collections can now be analyzed quickly and 

securely, while still ensuring the structural integrity of valuable or fragile objects. 

The results of the study show that medical CT technology has the potential to enrich a wide 

range of pedagogical experiences for students of all ages and stages of learning. CT data can 

be used to produce accurate 3D printed replicas for educational and research purposes. The 

digital data used to create 3D models for printing can also be uploaded to online teaching 

units, thus allowing the artefacts to be examined in 3D by students and researchers 

throughout the world. 

The ability of CT technology to reveal the internal structure of artefacts thereby detecting 

defects that are not visible to the naked eye will mean that at-risk objects within collections 

can be identified and treated appropriately. This is an important consideration in the 

conservation management of museum collections. 

It is evident that DECT also provides a valuable technique with which to confirm the 

characterization of large quantities of objects, especially ceramics. Although the analysis of 

non-organic material using DECT is in its infancy, such scanners are increasingly available 

worldwide and their employment will possibly reduce the sometimes-prohibitive cost and 

time of traditional compositional analyses. More importantly, DECT analysis may negate the 

need for the destruction of ancient material, a finite and irreplaceable resource, which is often 

the only surviving link to ancient cultures and civilizations. Additionally the ability to analyze 

the composition of objects without touching them has the potential to not only safeguard 

precious material for future generations, but will mean an increase in the amount of 

information available for researchers.   

The employment of non-destructive DECT analysis also holds possibilities for international 

collaboration between research facilities and authorities in charge of ancient archaeological 

sites. Understandably such authorities seldom allow artefacts to be sampled and very rarely 

permit material to be removed from the location. The advantage of DECT in this scenario is 
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illustrated by another current project, the analysis of Roman domestic tableware with 

potters’ stamps from the ancient Roman site of Carsulae, Italy. Authorization from the Italian 

Ministry of Culture to transport 130 diagnostic fragments of pottery to Macquarie University, 

Australia was permitted on the stipulation that the material was returned to Italy in exactly 

the same condition as it left the country. This approval was granted by the Italian authorities 

only because of the non-destructive, no-touch nature of the analysis and without this 

assurance the pottery would not have been made available for research. 

If required, digital data generated by CT scanning can be shared globally, facilitating other 

collaborative research projects. This data can also be stored indefinitely providing a valuable 

resource for current and future investigation. In the event of damage or destruction of the 

original artefact, such as the current on-going devastation of cultural heritage in the Middle 

East, the digital record will also guarantee the safekeeping of the object details for further 

study or reconstruction purposes.  

The replication of museum objects using 3D printing will benefit researchers and students 

alike. In particular the ability to handle accurate replicas of artefacts has implications for the 

visually impaired or those who have spatial reasoning difficulties.14 Moreover the ability to 

produce larger scaled replicas of original objects will also be an advantage to researchers 

where the original artefact is small and/or contains very fine detail.  

It is now evident that the use CT and 3D printing techniques at the Museum of Ancient 

Cultures at Macquarie University has enhanced visitor and student comprehension of ancient 

societies, identified at-risk fragile artefacts and assisted research investigations of objects 

within the collection. These results were achieved whilst maintaining the integrity, 

conservation and safety of valuable artefacts from antiquity. 

CT scanning and 3D printing enable new ways of interacting with museum collections. The 

techniques offer quick and cost effective tools to digitally investigate museum collections in a 

totally non-destructive manner.  CT scanning and 3D printing have the potential to 

revolutionise the way in which museums manage their collections and offer the opportunity 

to enhance and widen modern museum practice. 
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Notes 

1. International Council of Museums: 
ICOM Statutes adopted during the 21st General Conference in Vienna Austria in 
2007 

2. G. E. Hein (2010), “Defining Museum Education”; Simpson & Hammond (2012), 
“University collections and object-based pedagogies”. 

3. Miller (2005), “Plaster Casts at Berkley. Collections of the Hearst Museum of 
Anthropology and Department of Classics at UC Berkley”.  

4. Dintino & Pearson (2005), “Plaster Casts at Berkley. Collections of the Hearst 
Museum of Anthropology and Department of Classics at UC Berkley”. 10. 

5. Bruno, et al. (2010), “From 3D reconstruction to virtual reality: a complete 
methodology for digital archaeological exhibition”. 

6. Allard et al (2005), “Use of hand-held laser scanning and 3D printing for creation of a 
museum exhibit”. 

7. For instance, the Natural History Museum in London has installed an industrial 
computer tomography system. The American Museum of Natural History used an 
industrial scanner at a Ford motor company testing facility, to scan two woolly 
mammoths. The findings were published on-line in a special issue of the Journal of 
Paleontology in 2014. 

8. See for example: http://i.materialise.com/materials 
9. University of Oxford’s Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative (CDLI) 

http://cdli.ucla.edu/index.html 
10. McKenzie-Clark & Magnussen (2014), “Dual Energy Computed Tomography for the 

non-destructive analysis of ancient ceramics”.  
11. McKenzie-Clark (2012), “Vesuvian Sigillata at Pompeii”.  
12. op. cit. McKenzie-Clark & Magnussen  (2014).  
13. pers. com. Dr Luis Sidall 
14. Knapp, et al. (2008), “Developing printable content: A repository for printable 

teaching models”. 
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